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Today, the cry of silent mermaids is not being heard by us human beings. Mermaids are choking on plastics flooding the oceans and rivers, yet we do not give a damn. Unfortunately, we head towards a day that everything will fail, dry and die. As sad as it will be, Mother nature will renew the circle of life. I hope we can open our ears and listen carefully to the sounds in silence.

***

Silent Mermaids

silent mermaids
murmuring
screaming aloud
with their mouths glued

silent mermaids
mesmerizing
through the water glass
clear and soundproofed

across the sea waves
sounds were in silence
breaking the cycle
made by mysterious violence

everything failed
everything dried
everything died
such a day
as sad as it was
Mother nature cried

overwhelmed tears
filled the gap
with sounds
mermaids plenty
and a stunningly
loud
blue